Over the past two years I have fielded a number of questions about being a managing editor for *ACS Central Science*, and now that we are two years in, I finally feel at least somewhat prepared to answer them. I would start by saying that I am writing only for myself. Incredibly talented and diverse colleagues surround me at the American Chemical Society, and throughout the STEM publications field, all with their own stories and responsibilities. Keep in mind, the anchors of most nightly news broadcasts are also managing editors.

So let us start with the most common question, which is a variation on, "so when/how did you know you did not want to be in research?" The answer, which is of course personal to just me, is that it became clear fairly early in my graduate studies that while I enjoyed much of graduate school, getting deep into a problem, proposing and working on solutions, I got more pleasure reading, writing, thinking, and talking about science than from the act of performing experiments myself. For instance, one of my favorite parts of graduate school was the independent proposal. While many students decried being taken from the bench for a few weeks, I was ecstatic to have a legitimate reason to be reading broadly outside my research area. I cannot tell you how many times my advisor came down to the lab, saw what I was reading and gave me this bemused look of, "so what does that have to do with firefly luciferase?"

So I sat down and brainstormed career avenues that might combine this renaissance interest in many areas of science and communicating science to a broad audience. Science journalism and publishing were of course both obvious choices, but I really did not know which exact jobs were available and what they might entail. I was lucky enough to meet the right people, stumble into asking the right questions of them, and discover rather serendipitously that I thought I might rather like being a managing editor. I would encourage all graduate students who are thinking that they may want an "alternative" career to be honest and open about those thoughts and try not to be too nervous about revealing they may not be on the R01 track. Realistically most of us will end up in "alternative" jobs, and it is far better to learn about them early on. My first encounter with ACS came because a professor who was not my advisor knew I "liked that writing stuff," and introduced me to the then managing editor for the organic chemistry journals. Talking to her, it became clear that this job could be just the right thing, because in addition to enjoying communicating science, I also really enjoy checklists, managing projects, and working in teams.

This leads directly to the second most common question, "So what does a managing editor do?" Officially speaking, it is the managing editor's responsibility that the publication comes out on time, on budget, and of appropriate quality. This may be the best definition for what we do on the grand scale that's basically applicable to all those in this role. It just so happens that what that means for an academic journal versus a magazine versus *ABC World News Tonight* is quite different.

What that definition misses, perhaps, is the aspect of service, particularly when you work for a member organization like ACS. We aim to provide the best---the best for authors, for reviewers, for the society, our readers around the globe, and if I may be so bold, society at large. I feel privileged that through working for an open access journal like *ACS Central Science*, I have the opportunity to reach out even further to individuals in the public. When I realize that the content we publish can be read by scientists and nonscientists all around the globe, on desktops or mobile devices, I know that I really am doing the work of ACS's mission of *Improving people's lives through the transforming power of chemistry*. My supervisor, Assistant Director of Open Access Programs, Darla Henderson, says the job takes a special blend of courage, drive, relationship skills, and subject and publishing expertise.

When speaking to academics, who often know our professor Editors, I tend to note that they handle peer review, and I work with the other departments at ACS Publications (production, sales and marketing as well as the office that takes care of our authors and editors) to make sure their work can happen as seamlessly as possible with their busy university and research lives. "I do air traffic control for the Editors and the other offices that come together to make a publication." In these cases, courage may mean speaking up to the Editors when we disagree on something, because they are still my scientific heroes, but flexing those relationship skills to come up with a solution that works for everyone. I help manage the budget, promote the journal at conferences, and do publicity for published research. I am often the first stop when an author has a problem at the journal. Once in a while it involves sheepishly penning an editorial about one's responsibilities because in the business of the holidays and New Year, you realize there is not one yet in the publication queue\...

One thing I do not do: Unlike my colleagues at some other publishing houses, I am not responsible for making decisions on manuscripts; at ACS we leave that in the eminently capable hands of our world-class team of research-active Editors. I know some people who quite like that authority, but for me, I enjoy the freedom associated with getting to touch so many other aspects of publishing, to revel in the glory of the science that few other eyes have seen, without having to be the bearer of bad news.

I get asked what a typical day looks like. As in so many jobs where one wears many hats and answers many emails, there really isn't one. I answer author queries, write press releases, help choose articles for highlights, the cover, manage social media, and yes, do a bit of editing. While each managing editor at ACS has a journal or small cadre of journals he or she represents, we also work together to promote and to support all the journals within topical areas, and the portfolio as a whole. I would say at least one day every few weeks is subsumed almost entirely by something rather unexpected, it could be an urgent author need or logistics regarding an event. I guess what I am saying is that you need to be flexible.

Not everyone knows, but most managing editors for chemistry journals (and all of those at ACS) have a Ph.D. in the general area of science they represent. Perhaps you have noticed not so many of the above responsibilities are directly related to the science itself. I've wondered, and also been asked, whether it is really necessary to have all that specialized expertise to do the job. The answer is not all the time, but when there is a need, it really is critical. A few examples: catching the cyclopropene in the TOC graphic that's missing its double bond. Fielding the questions of, "would such and such study be appropriate for the journal?" (Tricky because we need to provide real feedback on the science but having to give the caveat we do not make final decisions). But in this age where the majority of Ph.D. scientists are actually going to end up in careers that are labeled "alternative," the most important aspects of our training come into play in terms of how we approach problems and stay organized. I love this quote from the new managing editor for *ACS Omega* Deeksha Gupta, "the Ph.D. is like learning to drive a car." Your project is the make and model, but once you have it down, you can drive any kind.

I hope I have given a sufficient peek behind the publishing wall. And if I have piqued your interest, I urge you to reach out to me, and/or the managing editors of the journals in your area of research at conferences and through social media with questions. There's a whole world hidden behind the submit button, of which I have only introduced one role, but there are equally fascinating jobs to be had in all of the departments with whom we work, and I would encourage you to think about stepping in.

Views expressed in this editorial are those of the author and not necessarily the views of the ACS.
